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On User Offloading in NOMA-HetNet Using
Repulsive Point Process

Pragya Swami, Vimal Bhatia, Senior Member, IEEE, Satyanarayana Vuppala, Member, IEEE,
and Tharmalingam Ratnarajah, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Ever increasing number of cellular users and their
high data requirements necessitates need for improvement in
the present heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNet). Non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has proven its superiority
for the 5th generation (5G) networks. This work proposes a
mathematical model for an improved HetNet with macro base
station (MBS) and femto base station (FBS) tier. The FBS
tier is equipped to support NOMA and carrier sensing for its
transmissions. Carrier sensing prevents base stations within a
certain range of the transmitter from transmitting, and hence
aids in reducing the interference. Offloading is performed for load
balancing in HetNet where the macro users (MU) from congested
MBS tier are offloaded to the FBS tier. The FBS tier pairs the
offloaded MU (OMU) with an appropriate pairing user (PU) to
perform NOMA. The performance of the OMU is studied under
different channel conditions with respect to the available PU at
the FBS and some useful observations are drawn. A decrease
in outage probability by 74.04% for cell center user (CCU) and
48.65% for cell edge user (CEU) is observed for low density
FBS. The outage probability decreases by 99.60%, for both the
CCU and CEU, for high density FBS using the proposed carrier
sensing in NOMA. The results are validated using simulations.

Index Terms—Non-orthogonal multiple access, stochastic ge-
ometry, repulsive point process, heterogeneous cellular network,
outage probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Femto base station (FBS) deployment in the existing cellular
network is one of the most viable solution to meet the
intense consumer demands for mobile data while catering
to ever increasing number of cellular users. The resulting
network of macro base station (MBS) and FBS, termed as
heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNet), provides a cost-
effective expansion to existing cellular wireless networks. To
increase this capacity further, non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA), now included in the Release 15 of 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP), has recently gained wide interest
as an enabling technique for 5th generation (5G) mobile
networks and beyond. NOMA has proven to provide better
spectral efficiency [1], [2] as compared to orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) adopted by 4G mobile communication systems
standardized by 3GPP such as Long Term Evolution (LTE)
and LTE-Advanced.

The MBS are generally studied as serving users with similar
requirements, hence it distributes its power equally amongst
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the users. On the other hand, for the deployed FBSs the
range of user requirements varies from ultra high definition
video transmissions to low power sensors in an Internet of
Things setup [3], [4]. It may also be required to fulfill such
varied requirements simultaneously. Hence, in this work, we
use power splitting amongst the users appropriately using
NOMA in FBSs to support the offloaded users. NOMA uses
superimposition of users’ signal with different channel condi-
tions in power domain unlike OMA which uses orthogonality
in frequency, time or code to serve multiple users. Since,
power domain NOMA involves superimposing signals of users
with different channel conditions in power domain; to identify
and differentiate the femto users (FU) with different channel
conditions we assume two types of users namely cell center
user (CCU) and cell edge user (CEU). CCU being close to the
FBS as compared to the CEU has better channel condition than
CEU. The difference in channel conditions leads to different
performance at the two types of users, hence, user fairness
needs to be maintained which is studied in the context of
NOMA in [5]. CEU performance and user fairness is also
studied in [6], [7]. In a HetNet, the FBS acts as an offloading
spot and helps in load balancing by serving some of the macro
users (MU) from the congested MBS tier, called as offloaded
macro user (OMU) at the FBS [6], [8].

In the literature, most system models that employ NOMA
generally do not account for practical system characteristics
such as the minimum distance constraint between the base
stations. For instance, the authors in [9] analyze the perfor-
mance of NOMA for secondary network under the impact of
interference from the underlaid primary network, distributed
according to Poisson point process (PPP), without considering
any MAC protocol. Therefore, advanced system models with
more realistic approach should be analyzed. The FBSs are
deployed opportunistically or randomly making conventional
frequency planning strategies very difficult (and redundant)
in a two-tier network [10], [11]. The lack of coordination
between FBSs leads to randomized co-tier interference which
results in performance degradation. This interference can be
mitigated by using a medium access channel (MAC) protocol,
as one of the possible solution, involving carrier sensing at the
FBS tier for interference management such that the transmit-
ting FBS does not end up using the channel that is already
occupied by other FBS. Carrier sensing forbids the FBSs
contending for the same channel to transmit simultaneously.

To do this, each FBS senses the channel and transmits only
if the channel is not occupied by any other contender. The
distance within which carrier sensing is performed is called
as contention radius (CR) and the FBSs within CR are called
as contenders. Clearly, one of the contender wins and accesses
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the spectrum. Hence, we can say that carrier sensing creates
an exclusion region (equals to CR) around an FBS within
which no other FBSs are allowed to transmit. The exclusion
region around the FBS can be visualized as an existence of
a minimum distance, equal to CR, between the FBSs. This
makes the FBS’s positions correlated with other FBSs, since,
it is required to maintain a minimum distance between the
FBSs. The formation of an exclusion region around the FBSs
can be modeled spatially using repulsive point processes (RPP)
for e.g. hard core point process (HCPP), with a hard core
parameter (HCP).

A. Related Work

While modeling the base stations using RPP, the HCP
physically equals the CR within which the base stations
contend for spectrum access. As studied in [12], the PPP model
assumes no correlation amongst the nodes’ position thereby
rendering PPP assumptions inaccurate for modeling the active
transmitters that coordinates for spectrum access using carrier
sensing. The inaccuracy of PPP to model location of base
stations (BS) for different tiers of HetNet is demonstrated in
[13]–[15]. To capture the characteristics of cellular networks
using carrier sensing or MAC protocol, point processes for
e.g., RPP have proved to be more accurate than the PPP
assumptions [12], [16]. Thus, in this work we consider and
analyze RPP for modeling the FBS tier.

Bertil Matérn proposed three approaches to construct an
RPP from a parent PPP leading to the formation of Type
I, Type II, and Type III Matérn Hard core point process
(MHCPP). Here, primary points are used to refer to the points
in the parent PPP while secondary points are used to refer
to the points of the constructed MHCPP. Type I MHCPP
deletes all the primary points from the parent PPP that coexists
within a distance less than the HCP. The construction of
Type II MHCPP requires every point to be associated with
a time mark and deletes the primary points coexisting within
a distance smaller than the HCP, provided it also has a lowest
time mark. However, this method leads to underestimating the
intensity of simultaneously active transmitters [16], [17]. Type
III MHCPP removes this flaw by following similar procedure
as that for Type II MHCPP, however, the primary point is
deleted only if it coexist within a distance less than the HCP
from another secondary point with a lower time mark. Further,
[16]–[18] provides a more detailed study on the modeling and
analysis of MHCPP. The aggregate interference for cognitive
radio network under MHCPP is characterized in [19], which
is later approximated as a PPP model assuming fading and
shadowing effects. Further, in this direction, [20] proposed
that the number of active transmitters (when carrier sensing is
applied) can also be modeled using Markov chain models.
However, construction of a Markov chain model becomes
very complex as the number of transmitters increases. This
is because with the increase in number of transmitters the
number of feasible states required to model a Markov chain
increases rapidly [21], [22]. Hence, in this work, for tractable
analysis, we use RPP to model the active FBS using carrier
sensing.

B. Motivation and Contribution

Motivated by the need of carrier sensing in the current
HetNet to model the randomized FBS tier for interference
management, the usefulness of the concept of offloading for
load balancing in the congested HetNet, and the advances of
NOMA to meet the requirements of 5G and beyond services,
we propose a framework based on offloading in HetNet
using NOMA at FBS tier, referred as NOMA-HetNet. The
FBS tier also uses carrier sensing to manage the interference
caused by their dense and random deployments. The carrier
sensing in FBS tier with NOMA is modeled using RPP1, as
explained in Section III, since, the PPP assumptions renders
inaccurate results for modeling correlated points that occur
as a result of carrier sensing. Towards this end, to the best
of authors’ knowledge, there exists no literature which studies
and analyzes the impact of RPP with NOMA in the offloading
environment of HetNets.

The key contributions of this work are listed below:
• An analytical framework is designed for a HetNet where

the FBS tier is equipped with carrier sensing for interfer-
ence management and NOMA for power splitting.

• To model the carrier sensing amongst the FBSs we
use RPP modeling. A retaining model for the RPP is
explained in Section III to decide the density of active
FBSs based on the carrier sensing used.

• Offloading is performed for load balancing by handing
some users from the congested MBS to the FBS tier.
Since, FBS uses NOMA to support the offloaded users,
it pairs the incoming OMU with an available pairing user
(PU). Also with NOMA, it becomes important to know
whether the OMU is a CCU or a CEU with respect to the
available PU. Hence, the concept of NOMA compatibility
is discussed and its impact on offloading is analyzed.

• A comparative study between the HetNet using PPP and
RPP modeling for the FBS tier with NOMA is performed.
The performance of RPP model with NOMA is compared
with the PPP model with NOMA for the FBS tier from
[9] using the parameters given in Table I. To make the
study broader, the comparison of the proposed model with
that of HetNet using OMA at the FBS tier and modeling
based on PPP, is also included.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. The general sys-
tem model is given in Section II and the retaining model
is discussed in Section III. Section IV gives the signal to
interference and noise ratio at the typical user. Section V
derives some useful expressions of outage probabilities for the
proposed model using RPP. Numerical results are discussed in
Section VI. Finally, the work is concluded in Section VII.

II. GENERAL SYSTEM MODEL

A HetNet comprising of MBS tier underlaid with FBS tier
is considered in the analysis where the FBS tier supports of-
floaded users from the congested MBS tier for load balancing.
The FBS tier employs NOMA (hence also referred as FBS-
NOMA) and carrier sensing for transmission. We assume that
Ωm denotes the PPP distributed nodes for the MBS tier with

1The terms RPP and carrier sensing are used interchangeably in the paper.
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Fig. 1: System Model

intensity λm. Ωf denotes the marked PPP for the FBS tier (re-
fer Fig. 1) with intensity λf , i.e, Ωf ∈ (xfi , p

f
i ); i = 1, 2, 3, . . .,

where xfi denotes the position of ith FBS with associated time
mark, pfi , distributed uniformly in the range [0, 1]. The marked
PPP distribution of FBS tier underlaid with MBS tier is shown
in Fig. 1. Section III explains in detail the retaining model for
FBS under the applied carrier sensing. ΩRf denotes the set of
active FBSs retained using carrier sensing. It should be noted
that the MBS tier does not perform carrier sensing. Assuming
t ∈ {m, f}, denoting MBS tier and FBS tier, respectively,
the transmit power of tth tier is denoted by Pt and the target
rate of a typical user for both the tiers is represented by R. Yt
denotes the coverage range of the BS of tth tier. Bounded path
loss model is considered as L(rt) = 1

1+r
αt
t

, which ensures
that the path loss is always smaller than one, even for small
distances [23], where rt is the distance between the typical
user and the associated BS of tth tier and αt is the path loss
exponent of tth tier. Hence, the total channel gain is given
by |ht|2 = |ĥt|2L(rt), where ĥt is Rayleigh distributed. The
overall system transmission bandwidth is assumed to be 1
Hz [2]. We assume a guard zone of radius rg > 1 around
a receiver as shown in Fig. 1. The interference at a receiver
is calculated beyond this guard zone.

Note: Throughout the paper ĥ implies Rayleigh distribution,
|h̃|2 will denote unordered channel gains and |h|2 will imply
ordered channel gain.

III. RETAINING MODEL FOR FBS TIER

In this section, we derive the density of active FBS retained
under the applied carrier sensing. The process of finding
the active FBSs using carrier sensing is termed as thinning
process. The marked PPP model provides the baseline model
(or parent model) for the distribution of all FBSs while the
subset of FBSs that succeed to access the spectrum provides
the RPP distribution of the active FBSs under the applied
carrier sensing. The parent model distribution consists of
uniformly marked PPP as shown in Fig. 1 and the contention
radius is denoted by rc.

To carry out the contention, we first find the neighborhood
set of a generic FBS, xfi , contending for the channel. The
neighborhood set of generic FBS, xfi , is denoted by Nxfi .
The notion of received signal strength is used to decide the

neighborhood set of a generic FBS, mathematically written
as Nxfi = {(xfj , p

f
j ) ∈ Ωf |γ(xfi , x

f
j ) > TB}i 6=j where γ(a, b)

denotes the received SNR at node a from node b. This implies
that Nxfi is the set of neighbor FBSs such that the received

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the generic FBS, xfi , from xfj
is greater than the BS-sensing threshold, TB . The criterion for
selecting the FBS amongst all the FBS in the neighborhood is
based on their time marks. The FBS that qualifies to transmit
(or alternatively we may refer to the FBS which is retained) is
determined by the lowest time mark amongst its neighborhood
set as can be seen from Fig. 1. For the three neighborhood set
shown in Fig. 1, namely Nxf1

, Nxf2
, and Nxf3

, the FBS that
wins the contention carries the lowest marks amongst all the
other neighbors. This method is similar to the general carrier
sensing multiple access (CSMA) protocol [24], [25].

According to the above discussion, we find the retaining
probability of an FBS. In the first step, the contention radius,
rc, is calculated. The observation is bounded to the region
Bxfi

(rc) which gives us all the FBS inside the radius of

rc centered at FBS xfi . The contention radius is taken to
be sufficiently large such that the probability of an FBS in
the neighborhood of FBS xfi lying beyond rc is negligible.
Mathematically, we write it as

P
{
ρf |ĥ(i,j)|2L(rj) > TB |rj > rc

}
≤ ε, (1)

where ρf = Pf/σ
2
f denotes the transmit SNR of FBS tier,

σ2
f is the noise variance, |ĥ(i,j)|2 represents the channel gain

between the FBS xfi and FBS xfj in the disc Bxfi (rc), rj is the

distance of FBS xfj in the disc Bxfi (rc) to FBS xfi . Evaluating
at rc, we may write (1) as

P
{
|ĥ(i,j)|2 >

TBr
αf
c

ρf

}
≤ ε. (2)

Assuming X = |ĥ(i,j)|2 and FX(x) as the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of X , we get

FX

(
TBr

αf
c

ρf

)
≤ ε. (3)

By taking inverse on both the sides of (3), we calculate the
contention radius as,

rc =

(
ρf
TB

F−1
X (ε)

) 1
αf

, (4)

where F−1
X (ε) represents the inverse of the CCDF of X eval-

uated at infinitesimal ε. The neighborhood success probability
(NSP) is defined as the probability that an FBS xfj qualifies
the minimum signal strength of TB at FBS xfi and become
its neighbor. Amongst the neighboring FBS in Nxfi , the FBS
with the lowest time mark wins the contention and is allowed
to access the channel. The NSP is calculated using (4) as

Ps = P
{
ρfXL(rj) ≥ TB |xfj ∈ Bxfi (rc)

}
. (5)

With the assumption of Rayleigh faded channel and bounded
path loss model we write (5) as

Ps =

∫ 1

0

f(rj)

(
1− FX

(
TBr

αf
j

ρf

))
drj+∫ rc

1

f(rj)

(
1− FX

(
TBr

αf
j

ρf

))
drj , (6)
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where f(rj) = 2rj/r
2
c . Solving (6) we get the NSP as

Ps =
1

r2
c

e
−TBρf +

2(TB/ρf )−2/αfΓ
(

2
αf
, TB/ρf

)
αfr2

c

−

2
(
(TB/ρf )r

αf
c

)−2/αf Γ
(

2
αf
, TB/ρfr

αf
c

)
αf

, (7)

where Γ(a, x) =
∫∞
x
e−tta−1dt is the incomplete gamma

function. From [16], we can directly write the retaining
probability for CSMA protocol as PR = 1−eNePs

NePs
, with the

expected number of FBSs in the disc of radius rc around FBS
xfi , i.e. in Bxfi (rc), as Ne = πλfr

2
c .

Remark 1: The NSP in (7) shows a vital dependence on
the selection of rc. As we increase the rc, the probability of
a FBS lying in the neighborhood of generic FBS decreases
since the received SNR decreases with increase in distance
between the base stations. Also, the rc needs to be selected
sufficiently large such that NSP beyond rc is negligible. Hence,
rc needs to be selected appropriately. Then, the intensity of
active number of transmitting FBS using carrier sensing is
given by λRf = λfPR.

IV. SIGNAL TO INTERFERENCE AND NOISE RATIO

In this section, we discuss about the signal to interference
and noise ratio (SINR) at a typical user. The SINR at the
typical user for MBS tier and FBS tier with NOMA is
discussed in this section.

A. SINR at Typical MU
Given the signal intended for a typical MU as xm, the

signal transmitted by the MBS can be written as Xm,tx =√
Pmxm and the received signal can be written as Xm,rx =√
Pmxmh̃m+nm, where nm denotes additive white Gaussian

noise. The useful signal power, noise and/or interference
power, for a given signal X can be easily calculated using
P = E [XX∗], where E[.] denotes the statistical expectation.

Hence, the SINR at the typical MU, normalized by noise
variance, can be written as

SINRm =
Pmρ

r
m|h̃m|2

ρfIf + 1
, (8)

where ρrm = E
[
x2
m

]
/σ2

m and ρf = Pf/σ
2
f denotes the

receiving transmit SNR of MBS and the transmit SNR of FBS
tier, respectively, and σ2

m and σ2
f represents the noise variance

of MBS and FBS tier, respectively. ρfIf denotes the cross-
tier interference at the typical MU from the FBS tier such that
If =

∑
v∈ΩRf

|h̃v|2, where |h̃v|2 denotes the total channel
gain from vth FBS to the typical MU assumed at the origin
according to the Slivnyak’s theorem [26]. It should be noted
that we have assumed orthogonality in the MBS tier, hence,
the co-tier interference is neglected for the analysis of MBS
tier. However, for the FBS tier, we consider both the cross-tier
interference as well as the co-tier interference.

B. SINR at Typical Femto User (with NOMA and carrier
sensing)

Let us assume that Mf FUs are being served by an FBS. The
channel gains of the FUs are ordered as |h1|2 ≤ · · · ≤ |hMf

|2

and their respective power allocation factors are ordered as
a1 ≥ · · · ≥ aMf

. Without loss of generality, we assume perfect
channel state information (CSI) at the base stations. Hence,
we guarantee perfect ordering of the channel gains. Also, fixed
power allocation factors are assumed for the users served using
NOMA [1], [9].

Given xi as the intended signal for ith FU such that E[x2
i ]

is assumed to be equal ∀i ∈ (1, 2, · · · ,Mf ). The signal
transmitted by the FBS is given by Xf =

∑Mf

i=1 xi
√
aiPf .

Hence, the signal received at kth typical FU (which can be
either CCU or CEU as discussed later in the paper) is given by
Xfrx = hk(

∑Mf

i=1 xi
√
aiPf ) +nk, where nk denotes additive

white Gaussian noise at kth typical FU. The kth FU performs
successive interference cancellation (SIC) according to the
given order of channel gains. The kth FU decodes and removes
the messages of jth FU such that j < k using SIC. The
messages of qth FU, such that q > k, is treated as interference
by the kth FU while decoding its own message. Also, since
the outage probability of the kth FU relies on efficient SIC of
the jth FU, such that j < k, we consider a perfect SIC.

SINR at kth typical FU to decode message of jth FU (j <
k) is given by

SINRfk→j =
ρrfPfaj |h

f
k |2

ρrfPf |h
f
k |2
∑Mf

l=j+1 al + ρfIf + ρmIm + 1
,

(9)
where ρrf = E[x2

i ]/σ
2
f denotes the receiving transmit SNR

at FU. an denotes power allocation factor for nth FU, such
that n ∈ {k, j, l}. ρmIm denotes the cross-tier interference
at the typical FU such that Im =

∑
x∈Ωm

|hx|2, where
|hx|2 denotes the total channel gain from xth MBS to the
typical FU assumed to be at origin using Slivnyak’s theorem
[26]. Assuming tagged FBS (FBS to which the typical user
is connected) to be located at f0, ρfIf denotes the co-tier
interference such that If =

∑
y∈ΩRf /{f0} |hy|

2, where |hy|2

denotes the total channel gain from yth FBS to the typical
FU.

SINR at the kth typical FU to decode its own message is
given as

SINRfk =
ρrfPfak|h

f
k |2

ρrfPf |h
f
k |2
∑Mf

l=k+1 al + ρfIf + ρmIm + 1
. (10)

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section derives the outage probability of MBS tier and
FBS tier with NOMA using carrier sensing. Outage probability
of the FBS tier with NOMA includes the outage probability
of both type of users i.e., the CCU and the CEU.

1) Outage Probability Analysis for MBS Tier: The outage
probability at a typical MU is given as follows.

Proposition 1: Conditioned on the fact that MU connects
to the nearest MBS, the outage probability of the typical MU
is given as

PmO = πλmY2
m

N∑
n=0

bmn e
−cmn

φ
ρmPm eµ

f
m , (11)
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where N is complexity-accuracy trade-off parameter,
bmn = −wN

√
1− θ2

n

(
1
2 (θn + 1)

)
e−πλm( 1

2 (θn+1)Ym)
2

,
b0 = −

∑N
n=1 b

m
n , cmn = 1 +

(Ym
2 θn + Ym

2

)ν
, c0 = 0,

wN = π
N , θn = cos

(
2n−1
2N π

)
[1], and φ = 22R − 1 denotes

SINR threshold.

µfm = −λRm
r−α

′

g

(
αfs

f
mF (rg, αf )− (α′)K

)
α′

, (12)

where sfm =
cmn φρf
ρmPm

, K = r
αf
g ln

(
sfmr

−αf
g + 1

)
, F (rg, αf ) =

2F1

(
1, α

′

αf
; 2− 1

αf
;−sfmr

−αf
g

)
is the hypergeometric func-

tion and α′ = αf − 1.

Proof : Please see Appendix A.

2) Outage Analysis for FBS Tier (with NOMA and carrier
sensing): Since the outage probability of kth FU relies on
efficient SIC of jth FU such that j < k, we consider perfect
SIC in this work. The outage probability at the kth typical FU
is expressed as

Proposition 2: Conditioned on the uniform distance of a
typical FU from FBS and ordered channel gain of the FUs,
the outage probability at the kth typical FU is given as

P fk = ψk

Mf−k∑
z=0

(
Mf − k

z

)
(−1)z

k + z

∑
T zk

(
k + z

q0 . . . qN

)
(

N∏
n=0

bfn
qn

)
e
−
∑N
n=0 qnc

f
n
εmax
ρfPf LIm

(
smf Im

)
eµ

m
f , (13)

where εmax = max (ε1, ε2, . . . , εk) such that εj is evaluated
as

εj =
φj(

aj − φj
Mf∑

i=j+1

ai

) , (14)

where φj = 2Rj − 1 and Rj denotes the target data rate of
jth user such that Rj = R ∀j ∈ (1, 2, . . . ,Mf ). sf =
εmax

∑N
n=0 qnc

f
n

ρfPf
, bfn = −wN

√
1− θ2

n

(
Yf
2 θn +

Yf
2

)
, cfn =

1 +
(
Yf
2 θn +

Yf
2

)ν
, T zk =

(
q0, . . . , qN |

∑Nf
i=0 qi = k + z

)
,

ψk =
Mf !

(k−1)!(Mf−k)! ,
(

k + z
q0 . . . qN

)
=

Mf !
q0!...qN ! .

Remark 2: It can be noted that (13) contains two expec-
tations terms that contribute to the role of cross-tier and co-
tier interference in the outage probability of the typical FU.
Further, the user with k = 1 does not perform SIC, hence the
term εmax equals ε1. Also the outage probability is dependent
on the transmit SNR of both MBS and FBS, and on the
user’s target rate. The dependence is directly proportional to
the target rate and the transmit SNR of MBS tier, while it
is inversely proportional to the transmit SNR of FBS tier as
observed in Fig. 2.

Proof : Please see Appendix B.

A. Offloading and NOMA Compatibility (NC) Probability
This section discusses the offloading (OF) probability and

the NC probability for the proposed model. OF probability is
conditioned on the long term averaged biased-received-power
(BRP) received from the FBS and MBS. The NC probability
describes whether the OMU is a CEU or CCU with respect
to the available PU at FBS. PU is the FU available at the
FBS with which the incoming OMU is paired by the FBS and
served using NOMA. Section V-A1 discusses the probability
of an MU being offloaded from MBS tier to FBS tier, and
Section V-A2 discusses whether OMU is a CCU or CEU with
respect to the available PU at the FBS.

1) OF Probability: OF probability from MBS tier to FBS
tier can be calculated as follows.

Proposition 3: Offloading is based on maximum BRP [27],
where a user is associated with the strongest BS in terms
of long-term averaged BRP at the user. The closed form
expression for the OF probability for νm = 3 and νf = 4
is given as

Pm→f = −3

4
E

(
1

4
, πλm

(
BmPm
BfPf

) 1
2

Y8/3
f

)

+
3Γ
(

3
4

)
4(π)3/4Y2

f

(
λm

(
BmPm
BfPf

) 1
2

)3/4
− e−πλmY

2
m , (15)

where E(n, x) evaluates the exponential integral as E(n, x) =∫∞
1
e−xt/tn dt and Γ(x) =

∫∞
0
e−ttx−1dt is the complete

gamma function. Bm and Bf are the bias factor for MBS and
FBS tier respectively. Bm = Bf = 1, indicates no biasing,
i.e., the user gets connected to the BS which offers strongest
power. However, when the biasing factor is taken to be larger
than 1, for instance, when Bf > 1, signifies that the coverage
of the FBS has been extended [27]. In this way, the offloading
process can be tuned for load balancing in case of congestion
at the MBS tier. The impact of biasing factor of FBS tier on
the outage probability of the OMU is studied in Fig. 6.

Proof : Please see Appendix C.

2) NOMA Compatibility (NC) Probability: When the OMU
is served using NOMA, it becomes necessary to find out how
the OMU will be treated by the FBS, i,e, whether the OMU
will be accommodated by the FBS as a CCU or CEU with
respect to the available PU at the FBS. The probability of
whether FBS can apply NOMA to the OMU or not is decided
on whether the OMU satisfies the sufficiently different channel
condition criterion and whether it will be accommodated as a
CCU or a CEU. This condition for the OMU is checked with
respect to the available PU at the FBS. Assuming that index k
refers to the OMU and n for the available PU, the probability
of OMU to be offloaded as a CCU with respect to the available
PU can be calculated as

PNC = P
(
|hn|2

|hk|2
< p

)
, (16)

where p (satisfying 0 < p < 1 ) represents the ratio of channel
gains of the PU and the OMU.
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The probability density function (PDF) of the ratio of two
order statistics [28], [29] is given as

fh2
n
h2
k

(z) =
Mf !

(n− 1)!(−n+ k − 1)! (Mf − k)!

(n−1)∑
j1=0

(−n+k−1)∑
j2=0

(−1)j1+j2

(
n− 1
j1

)(
−n+ k − 1

j2

)
(z t1 + t2) 2

,

(17)
where t1 = j1 − j2 + k − n, and t2 = Mf − k + 1 + j2.
Hence, the NC probability can be calculated using PNC =∫ p

0
f(h2

n/h
2
k)(z)dz.

The value of p signifies the amount of difference in the
channel gains between the OMU and the PU. Hence, we may
say that p is a measure of the channel condition of the OMU
with respect to the available PU. Results for different values
of p are discussed in Section VI. A lower value of p signifies a
large difference in the users’ channel gain, while a large value
of p signifies smaller difference in the users’ channel gain.

Remark 3: A tractable analysis is done with Mf = 2,
k = 2 (OMU), and n = 1 (PU). Hence, we get the NC
probability as PNC = 2p/(p+ 1), when the OMU is a CCU
with respect to the available PU at the FBS. It should be noted
that the NC probability, when the OMU is a CEU with respect
to the available PU at FBS, can be calculated similarly as
P ′NC = P

(
|hn|2
|hk|2 > p

)
= 1 − PNC . NC probability helps us

differentiate whether the OMU is a CCU or CEU with respect
to the available PU at the FBS.

B. Total Outage Probability After Offloading

Combining outage probability, OF probability and NC prob-
ability, the total outage probability when a PU is assumed to
be available with FBS for the incoming OMU can be written
in three cases, depending on the relative channel condition of
OMU with respect to the available PU, as follows:
• Case I: When MU is offloaded to FBS (without NOMA)

PT = (1− Pm→f )PmO + Pm→fPfO. (18)
• Case II: When MU is offloaded as a CCU with respect

to available PU at FBS (with NOMA)

PCT = (1 − Pm→f )PmO + Pm→fPNCPfk . (19)
• Case III: When MU is offloaded as a CEU with respect

to available PU at FBS (with NOMA)

PET = (1−Pm→f )PmO +Pm→f (1−PNC)Pfk . (20)

Remark 4: The above equations in (18), (19), and (20),
combine two situations, one where no offloading takes place
(denoted by the first terms), and second when offloading
occurs (denoted by the second terms). Case II and Case III
also includes the NC probability in their second terms as a
check for whether the incoming OMU is a CEU or CCU with
respect to the available PU. As can be seen from Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, the NC probability effects the performance of the OMU
depending on its relative channel condition with respect to the
PU.

TABLE I: Network Parameters

Symbols Value

Pm, Pf 40 W, 1 W

λm 10−4m−2

λf 10−3m−2 and 10−1m−2

ak 0.2, 0.8

αm, αf 3, 4

TB 0dB

Ym,Yf 1km, 5m

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, outage probability of the proposed NOMA-
HetNet with carrier sensing is studied based on the analytical
expression derived in Section V for the two-tier HetNet with
offloading, where FBS tier uses NOMA and carrier sensing
for its transmissions. The transmit SNR is varied from 0 to
30 dB for both the tiers and N = 10. Transmit SNR at MBS
tier and FBS tier is considered to be fixed at ρm = 16dB and
ρf = 0dB [30], while analyzing the FBS tier and MBS tier
performance, respectively. The graphs shows analytical (Anal.)
curves verified using Monte Carlo simulation (Sim.) curves.
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=10−3)
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=10−3)
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f
=10−1)

Anal.: Typical FMS (CEU) (λ
f
=10−1)

Fig. 2: Comparison of outage probability between FBS-OMA
and FBS-NOMA with carrier sensing (λm = 10−4).

Fig. 2 shows the variation of outage probability of FBS-
NOMA with transmit SNR of the FBS tier for different
FBS densities using carrier sensing. Also, for comparative
study, outage probability of FBS tier using OMA (referred
as FBS-OMA) modeled with the same carrier sensing, as
used for FBS-NOMA, has been plotted. From simulations, it
is observed that for low transmit SNRs the performance of
both FBS-NOMA and FBS-OMA using carrier sensing are
nearly same however at higher transmit SNR, FBS-NOMA
surpasses the performance of FBS-OMA. The performance of
FBS-OMA degrades due to increase in co-tier interference
at high transmit SNR from interferers in the vicinity. The
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Typical CCU (PPP) [9] (λ
f
=10−3)

 Typical CCU (RPP) (λ
f
=10−3)
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f
=10−3)
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f
=10−3)

Typical CCU (PPP) [9] (λ
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f
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Typical CEU (PPP) [9] (λ
f
=10−1)

Typical CEU (RPP) (λ
f
=10−1)

Fig. 3: Comparison of outage probability of FBS-NOMA using
PPP and RPP modeling at different FBS density (λm = 10−4).

improvement shown by FBS-NOMA using RPP results in
decrease in the outage probability by 78.57% for CCU as
compared to FBS-OMA with RPP. Construction of RPP (to
enable the proposed carrier sensing in FBS tier) from par-
ent PPP removes the FBS that do not fulfill the hard core
parameter criterion (or minimum distance criterion between
FBSs). This leads to the removal of nearby interferers, that
have a large contribution in the total interference at typical
FU. Clearly, for a dense FBS network the number of such
removals will be higher as compared to a sparse FBS network.
Hence, for a higher density the number of FBSs removed will
be more as compared to when the FBS density is assumed to
be low. This renders a major impact on the net interference
at typical FU and hence also on the outage performance of
FBS-NOMA. Since, the dominant interferers are removed, the
outage probability of a FU (both CEU and CCU) decreases.
It is worth pointing that the increase in FBS density (from
10−3 to 10−1) has a higher impact on CEU (90.30% decrease
in outage probability) as compared to CCU (52.10% decrease
in outage probability) as can also be observed from Fig. 2.
Since a CCU is already present near to an FBS, increasing
FBS density does not impact the performance of CCU much.
However, as mentioned earlier, CEU is farther away from
FBS and has poorer channel condition as compared to the
CCU. One way to improve the quality of service of CEU is to
increase the density of FBS such that chances of an FBS lying
close to CEU increases. However, higher density also implies
higher co-tier interference hence, increasing the density does
not always imply an improved performance. Employing carrier
sensing on FBS-NOMA and hence using RPP to model the
FBS-NOMA network with higher density, instead of using
PPP, guarantees an increased chances of an FBS lying closer
to CEU in addition to managed co-tier interference due to
the thinning process from carrier sensing. Hence, increasing
the density of FBS tier leads to larger decrease in outage
probability for a CEU as compared to CCU. This improvement
is suppressed in high density FBS network modeled using PPP

due to increased co-tier interference from large number of FBS
as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, we may infer that RPP also caters to
the well known issue of performance enhancement in terms of
decreased outage probability for CEUs by compensating the
drawback of increased co-tier interference of PPP modeled
FBS tier at higher densities. It should be noted that, in
this work, perfect CSI is assumed for the analysis [1], [9].
However, with imperfect CSI, an outage probability floor
appears, and NOMA achieves no diversity gain [31]. This
is because the channel estimation error acts as a source of
interference. Also, the outage performance deteriorates, when
increasing the channel estimation error, since higher channel
estimation error brings stronger interference.

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of outage probability of FBS-
NOMA tier for the two cases, when the network is modeled
using PPP and using RPP. For the comparative study, the
RPP model is compared with the PPP model from [9] using
the parameters given in Table I. The current literature shows
the performance enhancement of NOMA over OMA, however
uses PPP assumptions for modeling the BSs. When the NOMA
network is modeled using RPP, it gives even better results
as compared to when the network is modeled using PPP as
observed from Fig. 3. The reason, as discussed earlier, is the
reduced co-tier interference due to the removal of dominant
interferers, due to the thinning process of RPP, that otherwise
hinders the performance of high density networks. As the
density of FBS tier is increased for both PPP and RPP model, it
is observed that higher FBS density increases the outage prob-
ability of FBS-NOMA modeled using PPP while decreases
the outage probability of FBS-NOMA modeled using RPP.
Carrier sensing manages the interference and the increasing
density has a positive impact on the FBS tier performance
instead of a negative effect as seen for PPP. As an observation
it can also be noticed that the performance improvement
(between PPP and RPP) for CCU (74.04% decrease in outage
probability) is higher for low density as compared to CEU
(48.65% decrease in outage probability). However, for higher
density this performance enhancement becomes nearly the
same (99.6% decrease in outage probability) for both CCU
and CEU. Hence, we may conclude that FBS-NOMA network
modeled using RPP gives better performance, especially for
CEU, as compared to PPP modeling.

Fig. 4 shows the total outage probability of a typical MU
after offloading to FBS tier for an FBS density of λf = 10−3.
The figures are plotted for three different values of p, sig-
nifying the different channel conditions of the OMU at the
time of offloading with respect to the available PU at FBS.
A comparison for the two cases, i.e., one where no carrier
sensing on FBS-NOMA tier is used and other where carrier
sensing is incorporated in the FBS-NOMA tier, is done. Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 also shows the outage probability of typical MU
when offloading is not performed and is compared with the
offloading scenario. As can be seen from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
offloading to the FBS-NOMA tier modeled using RPP yields
a better outage probability, in all the three cases, and for
both CCU and CEU, when compared to the offloading to
FBS-NOMA tier modeled using PPP assumptions. Also, when
compared with the outage probability of typical MU without
offloading, we may observe that offloading to FBS-NOMA
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(a) For p=0.1.
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(b) For p=0.5.
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(c) For p=0.8.

Fig. 4: Variation of outage probability of MU after offloading with transmit SNR for different value of p (λf = 10−3).
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(a) For p=0.1.
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(b) For p=0.5.
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(c) For p=0.8.

Fig. 5: Variation of outage probability of MU after offloading with transmit SNR for different value of p (λf = 10−1).

modeled using RPP always yields better outage probability
which is not the case for offloading to FBS-NOMA modeled
using PPP. From Fig. 4 it can be observed that for the PPP
modeling, when p = 0.1, i.e, when the difference in channel
gain between the OMU and the PU is large, offloading as a
CCU yields a decreased outage probability while offloading
as a CEU does not give any improvement in the outage
probability. This situation is reversed when p = 0.8, i.e.,
when the difference in channel gain between the OMU and
the PU decreases. For p = 0.8, CEU performance is enhanced
while the offloaded CCU does not show any improvement as
compared to no offloading. For p = 0.5, the difference in the
channel gain between the OMU and the PU is larger than that
of p = 0.8 and smaller than p = 0.1. Hence, for p = 0.5,
the OMU offloaded either as CCU or CEU yields nearly same
outage performance.

Next, we increase the density of FBS tier from λf = 10−3

to λf = 10−1. Fig. 5 shows the total outage probability of
the OMU as a CCU or CEU to FBS-NOMA tier for an FBS
density of λf = 10−1. Again, similar to Fig. 4, the graphs
are plotted for different channel condition of the OMU. It is
observed that with the increased FBS density, the impact of
carrier sensing can be seen more adequately. It can be noted
from Fig. 5 that for higher FBS density the offloading to FBS-

NOMA tier without carrier sensing degrades the performance
of the OMU for some cases. However, with carrier sensing at
FBS-NOMA an improvement in outage performance is seen
for all the three cases of offloading. This is because without
carrier sensing at FBS-NOMA, increased density of FBS also
increases the aggregate interference at the OMU, while the
increased interference is managed by using carrier sensing.
Fig. 5 (a) is plotted for a value of p = 0.1 which implies
that the difference in channel condition between the OMU
and PU is large. This implies that for p = 0.1 the offloaded
CEU will have a much poorer channel condition and offloaded
CCU will have a much better channel condition as compared
to its corresponding PU. As can be seen from the curves,
when modeling of FBS-NOMA is done using PPP assumption,
due to lack of interference management the offloaded CEU’s
performance is degraded as compared to when no offloading
is done. However, a good channel condition for the offloaded
CCU decreases the outage probability for the OMU. Similarly,
Fig. 5 (c) is plotted for p = 0.8 which implies that there is
not much difference in channel condition between the OMU
and the PU. This indicates that the channel condition of the
OMU as CCU is not as good as compared to when p = 0.1.
This leads to degradation of the OMU’s performance when
offloaded as a CCU. This is because the power allocation
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Fig. 6: Variation of outage probability of MU after offloading
with biasing factor of FBS tier (λm = 10−4, λf = 10−3).

factors are assumed to be fixed for CEU and CCU as 0.2 and
0.8, respectively, and therefore even though CCU’s channel
condition is not as good for p = 0.8 as it was for p = 0.1,
it is served by the same power as for p = 0.1. This leads
to the increase in outage probability of OMU as CCU. The
interference management at the FBS-NOMA tier using RPP
compensates any such degradation seen at offloaded CEU or
CCU. Thus, we may conclude that no carrier sensing at FBS-
NOMA tier leads to the degradation in outage performance
of either the offloaded CEU or offloaded CCU, depending on
their channel condition during offloading. However, the use of
carrier sensing (or modeling using RPP), positions the active
FBS such that the interference at the OMU is managed, and
thus unlike PPP, none of the three cases of offloading (i.e.,
for the three value of p taken) results in degradation at OMU.
Hence, carrier sensing in FBS-NOMA tier plays a crucial role
in the interference management and hence in the performance
gain at OMU from offloading. Fig. 6 shows the impact of
biasing factor of the FBS tier on the total outage probability
of the offloaded user. For analysis, we consider Bm = 1,
and vary Bf . When Bf = 1, it indicates no biasing, i.e., the
user gets connected to the BS which offers strongest power.
However, when the biasing factor is increased the offloading
probability to FBS tier increases, i.e., the chance of a user to
get offloaded to FBS tier increases. It can be observed from
Fig. 6 that as the biasing factor of FBS tier is increased, the
outage probability of OMU is decreased. During congestion
at the MBS tier, increasing the biasing factor of FBS tier
indicates a higher chance of the user being offloaded at the
FBS tier and get served, thereby lowering the chances of the
user to fall in outage. In this way, the offloading process can
be tuned for load balancing in case of congestion at the MBS
tier to enhance the performance of the users.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work presents a mathematical framework of HetNet
comprising MBS tier and FBS tier. The FBS tier uses NOMA

and carrier sensing for transmission. The carrier sensing is
modeled using an RPP. Offloading of MU from MBS tier to
FBS tier helps in load balancing in HetNets. The offloading
is studied under different channel conditions of OMU with
respect to available PU at FBS tier and some useful obser-
vations are drawn. The comparison of the proposed carrier
sensing model in FBS-NOMA tier is done with two existing
techniques namely, FBS-NOMA without carrier sensing [9]
and FBS-OMA. Both the comparisons supports the superiority
of the proposed model. It is also observed that the use of
carrier sensing in high density FBS-NOMA tier (modeled
using RPP) provides decreased outage probability for OMU in
all the channel conditions during offloading unlike when the
FBS-NOMA tier does not perform carrier sensing (modeled
using PPP). Thus, the RPP model and its analysis of NOMA-
HetNet is vital for 5G and beyond communication systems.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Assume that a typical MU connects to the nearest MBS,
small scale fading is Rayleigh distributed, by applying the
polar coordinates, the cumulative density function (CDF) of
the unordered channel gain of MBS tier can be written as [1]

F|h̃m|2(y) = 2πλm

∫ Ym
0

(
1− e−(1+rνmm )y

)
e−2πλmr

2
mrmdrm.

(21)
Using G-C quadrature [32], (21) can be approximated as

F|h̃m|2(y) ≈ πλmY2
m

N∑
n=0

bmn e
−cmn y, (22)

where N is a parameter to ensure a complexity-accuracy trade-
off, bmn = −wN

√
1− θ2

n

(
1
2 (θn + 1)

)
e−πλm( 1

2 (θn+1)Ym)
2

,
b0 = −

∑N
n=1 b

m
n , cmn = 1 +

(Ym
2 θn + Ym

2

)νm , c0 = 0,
wN = π

N , θn = cos
(

2n−1
2N π

)
. The outage probability at a

typical MU is given as following
PmO = P (αm × log(1 + SINRm) < R) , (23)

= P
(
|h̃m|2 <

φ

ρmPm
(1 + ρfIf )

)
,

= F|h̃m|2

(
φ

ρmPm
(1 + ρfIf )

)
,

(a)
= πλmY2

m

N∑
n=0

bmn e
−cmn

φ
ρmPm

(1+ρf If ),

= πλmY2
m

N∑
n=0

bmn e
− cmn φ

ρmPm EIf
[
e−

cmn φρf If
ρmPm

]
,

= πλmY2
m

N∑
n=0

bmn e
− cmn φ

ρmPm ×FI ,

(24)
where (a) follows from (22) and αm is the fraction of
bandwidth allocated to the typical MU, FI = EIf

[
e−s

f
mIf
]
,

sfm =
cmn φρf
ρmPm

and φ = 22R − 1 denotes SINR threshold. Now,
we calculate the cross-tier interference at the typical MU from
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FBS tier following the steps similar from [18].

EIf
[
e−s

f
mIf

]
= EIf

[
e
−sfm

∑
v∈ΩR

f
|hv|2

]
, (25)

(a)
= EIf

[
e
−sfm

∑
v∈ΩR

f
|ĥv|2r

−αf
v

]
,

= EΩRf

 ∏
v∈ΩRf

Eĥv

[
e−s

f
m|ĥv|

2r
−αf
v

] ,
= EΩRf

[
e
−
∑

ΩR
f

ln
(

1+sfmr
−αf
v

)]
,

(b)
≥ e

E
ΩR
f

[
−
∑

ΩR
f

ln
(

1+sfmr
−αf
v

)]
,

where (a) follows from the assumption of a guard zone around
receivers rg > 1, hence, the bounded path loss model is
reduced to simply r

−αf
v for the calculation of interference,

where rv is the distance between vth FBS to the typical
MU and (b) follows from Jensen’s inequality. Let, µfm =

EΩRf

[
−
∑
v∈ΩRf

∆v

]
, where ∆v = ln

(
1 + sfmr

−αf
v

)
. Using

Campbell’s theorem [33], we can write as

µfm = EΩRf

− ∑
v∈ΩRf

∆v

 =

∫ ∞
rg

λRf ∆v(rv)drv, (26)

=

∫ ∞
rg

−λRf ln
(

1 + sfmr
−αf
v

)
drv,

= −λRf
r−α

′

g

(
αfs

f
mF (rg, αf )− (α′)r

αf
g ln

(
sRmr

−αf
g + 1

))
α′

.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Assuming small scale fading to follow Rayleigh distribution,
the CDF of unordered channel gain of FU can be expressed
as [1],

F|h̃f |2(y) =
2

Y2
f

∫ Yf
0

(
1− e−(1+zαf )y

)
z dz. (27)

By applying the G-C quadrature [32] to (27), we get

F|h̃f |2(y) ≈ 1

Yf

N∑
n=0

bfne
−cfny, (28)

where bfn = −wN
√

1− θ2
n

(
Yf
2 θn +

Yf
2

)
, cfn = 1 +(

Yf
2 θn +

Yf
2

)αf
.

The ordered channel gain of FBS tier is related with the
unordered channel gain of FBS tier F|h̃f |2(y) [9] as

F|hfk |2
(y) = ψk

Mf−k∑
z=0

(
Mf − k

z

)
(−1)z

k + z

(
F|h̃f |2(y)

)z+k
,

(29)
where ψk =

Mf !
(k−1)!(Mf−k)! . Substituting (28) in (29) and

applying multinomial theorem we get the CDF of ordered

channel gain as

F|hfk |2
(y) = ψk

Mf−k∑
z=0

(
Mf − k

z

)
(−1)z

k + z

∑
T zk

(
k + z

q0 . . . qN

)
(

N∏
n=0

bfn
qn

)
e−
∑N
n=0 qnc

f
ny, (30)

where T zk =
(
q0! . . . qN ! |

∑N
i=0 qi = k + z

)
,(

k + z
q0 . . . qN

)
=

Mf !
q0!...qN ! .

Assuming the channel gains of Mf users to be ordered as
|hf1 |2 ≤ . . . ≤ |hfMf

|2, and hence the corresponding power
allocation factors ordered as a1 ≥ . . . ≥ aMf

we derive the
outage probability at kth FU as

P fk = P
(

SINRfk→j < φj ,SINRfk < φk

)
, (31)

where φn = 2R− 1 such that n denotes user index, SINRk→j
and SINRk are given in (9) and (10), respectively.

We observe that the first user (i.e., k = 1), according to
the ordered channel gains, does not perform SIC. All users
after it (i.e., k > 1) decodes and remove the information of
jth user such that j < k, and then decode their own message.
Since the outage probability is decided based on successful
SIC followed by successful decoding of self message, we write
outage probability of kth FU as

P fk = P
(
|hfk |

2 <
εmax(1 + ρfIf + ρmIm)

ρfPf

)
, (32)

where εmax = max (ε1, ε2, . . . , εk) such that εj is calculated
as

εj =
φj(

aj − φj
Mf∑

i=j+1

ai

) , (33)

where φj = 2Rj − 1 and Rj denotes the target data rate of
jth user such that Rj = R ∀j ∈ (1, 2, . . . ,Mf ). This gives
the outage probability of kth typical FU as

P fk = F|hfk |2
(y), (34)

where y =
εmax(1+ρfIf+ρmIm)

ρfPf
. Hence, the outage probability

of kth FU can be calculated using (30) and (34) as

P fk = ψk

Mf−k∑
z=0

(
Mf − k

z

)
(−1)z

k + z

∑
T zk

(
k + z

q0 . . . qN

)
(

N∏
n=0

bfn
qn

)
e
−
∑N
n=0 qnc

f
n
εmax
ρfPf EIm

[
e−smIm

]
×

EIf
[
e−sfIf

]
, (35)

where smf =
ρmεmax

∑N
s=0 qnc

f
n

ρfPf
and sff =

∑N
n=0 qnc

f
n
εmax
Pf

.
Hence, we write the outage probability of kth typical FU as

P fk = ψk

Mf−k∑
z=0

(
Mf − k

z

)
(−1)z

k + z

∑
T zk

(
k + z

q0 . . . qN

)
(

N∏
n=0

bfn
qn

)
e
−
∑N
n=0 qnc

f
n
εmax
ρfPf LIm(smf )× eµ

f
f , (36)
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Laplace transform of cross-tier interference from MBS tier
and is calculated as

LIm(s) = eπλm(sδmΓ(1−δm,s)−sδmΓ(1−δm)). (37)
For co-tier interference, the interference is considered beyond
the tagged BS. Hence, we replace rg by Yf in (26) and remove
the contribution of the tagged FBS (i.e., f0) to calculate the
co-tier interference at the typical FU.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Offloading is based on maximum BRP [27] and a user
is associated with the strongest BS in terms of long-term
averaged BRP at the user. Hence, the offloading probability
can be calculated as follows
Pm→f = Erf

[
P
(
BmPmr

−νm
m < BfPfr

−νf
f

)]
, (38)

= Erf

e−πλmr 2νf
νm
f

(
BmPm
BfPf

) 2
νm

− e−πλmY
2
m

 ,
where Bm and Bf are the bias factor for MBS and FBS
tier respectively. The probability distribution of rf can be
expressed as f(rf ) = 2rf/Y2

f , assuming uniform distribu-
tion of FU around FBS within radius Yf and rm follows
f(rm) = 2πrmλm× e−πr

2
mλm , owing to NN policy. The path

loss exponent is taken as νm = 3 for MBS tier and νf = 4 for
FBS tier. Using these values we get a closed form expression
for the offloading probability as

Pm→f = −3

4
E

(
1

4
, πλm

(
BmPm
BfPf

) 1
2

Y8/3
f

)

+
3Γ
(

3
4

)
4(π)3/4Y2

f

(
λm

(
BmPm
BfPf

) 1
2

)3/4
− e−πλmY

2
m . (39)
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